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     These are the things I know about knowing: -- To know is not to forget.  And: -
- To know is to receive a teaching.  And so: if knowing is anamnesis, not 
forgetting, then knowing is being taught by the teacher within.  Thus: I teach 
myself that I have already learned.  I say to myself "I've been taught this before."  
And also "I've taught this before."  I teach myself a code and my teaching is in 
code.  A sort of practical example: an example that is also a sample.  And so if 
I've already taught myself this, why am I teaching it to myself now?  Life is for 
learning they say, and this means now.  Because when I learn something the 
part of me that knows teaches the part of me that doesn't know.  So I only learn 
from my mistakes.  Only if I do not know, can I begin to know, cease not to know.  
"I'm a liar", said the liar, telling the truth.  When there is teaching, there is 
learning.  The teacher is ignorant, the teacher learns from the pupil.  Teaching is 
giving, and so is learning.  Although giving is not receiving and receiving is not 
giving, the receiver must give to the giver and the giver receive from the receiver 
the receipt of what is given, or there can be no giving. 
 
     There is no teaching there is only learning.  The teacher is within.  Thus 
meaning is inner meaning and can only be conveyed indirectly and by 
implication.  The inner teacher it is that permits me to know what I already know.  
The inner teacher sees the inner meaning of what's out there, the meaning that’s 
inner because it isn't out there. It's in here.  Illusion is what always appears to be 
real but reality may not.  If I say I know, I probably don't.  Yet I surely can know if 
I want to.  This is all I know.  But before I could know this I had to be in a position 
and condition to know it.  And so I had to know how to preserve the state of being 
able to learn.  I must be empty before I can be filled.  So how do I know?  I can 
only be taught when I'm ready.  But if I know I'm ready to know, then I already 
know.  If I want to know, I must know what it is I want to know.  If I know what it is 
that I don't know then I know. 
 
     What I can learn from myself: -- Not memory not experience not thinking not 
the unconscious but that other person within.  That person who is just like me 
and co-extensive with me but invisible.  How I could prepare myself to learn from 
him.  How I could learn to submit utterly to the teachings of the teacher within, be 
utterly transformed by them, by him.  It's the rare skill of at one and the same 
time doing and watching.  This would be the skill of at once learning from oneself 
and teaching oneself, and the skill would be the lesson taught and learned by 
means of itself.  Not only is the content the form but the end is the beginning too.  
I’d surprise myself, it's true, yet the lesson would be utterly familiar.  Change, 
while changing what was unchanging, also renders now changeless what was 
changing.  I'd be reading what I'm writing and writing what I'm reading, a text 
writing itself and the reader reading himself.  And I'd always pass the 



examination.  Because if you know you know it and if you don't know you know 
you don't know.  Unless you are deluded. 
 
     Blind to the world, the inward eye looks inward.  The inside of the door turns 
its back to the outside.  Within us is someone who knows, whether we know it or 
not.  Everything is food for something.  Everything goes in and everything comes 
out too.  And so to treasure knowledge is itself to know: only those who know 
know the value of knowing.  And so we can't know we want to know unless we 
already know.  The knowing is not separate from the thing known.  And yet there 
are some things it is of no value to know.  And yet value is a fact.  Value is a fact 
because what we call fact is actually value.  Those who insist on the facts mean 
their values.  It is a fact that we value what is of value to ourselves.  Yet no fact 
can be of value, no, not to anyone.  Even the fact that there is value is of no 
value.  Only the value is of value.  There is no trading in facts.  Nor, in so far as 
they are facts, in values. 
 
     If I know I don't know then I know no more than if I know but don't know it.  
Thus also I may not know I don't know.  Which if there really is anything to know 
is very serious.  If there really is anything to know then a lost opportunity to learn 
is ruin.  Given the ruined condition of where we live.  Or seem to.  Which is why 
knowledge is that treasure buried in a ruin.  Also any knowledge that is not a 
treasure is only part of the ruin.  But what is the accuracy with which I know?  We 
speak of accurate aim.  Of missing the mark, sinning.  A guess may be accurate.  
But not a desire, a wish, a revulsion, and not knowledge.  We may suppose 
accurately but knowledge is not any kind of supposition.  We cannot know what 
isn't so.  Some say religious faith is a guess.  This kind of faith, which sequesters 
itself from knowledge, is degenerate.  The religions all began as knowledge.  So 
if I say I know it's so then too I'm saying I know I know.  So knowledge serves 
nothing but itself.  It doesn't make me feel good and it doesn't make me be good.  
It doesn't compensate for disappointment in life.  And only those who know know 
this about knowing.  So those who don't know don't know any better.  So those 
who don't know won't ever know.  Not unless they teach themselves.  And 
knowledge is the only thing of value. 
 
 
 
 


